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Summary
This study deals with the evaluation of the per eption of distortion in the restitution of musi al exerpts played by loudspeakers. The main fo us is to evaluate the per eived distortion indu ed by low
frequen y nonlinearities of the loudspeaker. A large panel is reated in whi h only the distortion varies
among the loudspeakers. The "virtual" loudspeakers are reated from one single a tual loudspeaker
by asso iating its ane hoi ltered tweeter re ording and its woofer signal model in whi h the distortion an be modied. To model the woofer restitution, its identi ation is done using a swept sine
te hnique whi h separates the linear and higher order impulse responses. These impulse responses
are used as linear and nonlinear frequen y lters hara terizing the sound pressure of the system
under test. The woofer synthesis onsists in expanding the musi al ex erpts on the basis of Chebyshev polynomials ombined with the identied frequen y lters (Novák et al., DAFx 2010). Dierent
"virtual" loudspeakers are obtained by amplifying or redu ing the inuen e of spe i nonlinearities.
In order to evaluate the per eived distortion, in realisti listening onditions, the auralization te hnique was used to onvolve the "virtual" loudspeakers with the impulse response of a suitable room.
Up oming listening tests are ondu ted with headphones to evaluate the per eived dieren es over
the reated panel of loudspeakers with a method allowing the evaluation of large sets of stimuli. The
dissimilarity judgments an then be analyzed with a Multidimensional s aling (MDS) te hnique to
reveal the underlying dimensions of the distortion spa e.
PACS no. 43.66.Lj, 43.38.Ja

1.

Introdu tion

Loudspeakers an be approximated as linear systems
within a limited dynami range. However, for wider
dynami ranges, the loudspeaker is learly a nonlinear
system generating distortion omponents. The nonlinear distortion is hara terized by the generation of
frequen y omponents that are not present in the input signal. For sinusoidal inputs, the other output
frequen ies may be referred as harmoni s. The distortion of a loudspeaker is typi ally measured using
sinusoidal input signals. The total harmoni distortion (THD) is measured when the input signal is one
sinusoid, and the intermodulation distortion (IMD) is
measured when the loudspeaker is ex ited by two sinusoids or a multitone signal [1℄. Both riteria are usually expressed as the ratio of the distortion produ ts
to the total system output. However the per eption of
distortion is not learly related to the per entage of
( ) European A ousti s Asso iation

THD or IMD. Moreover, these obje tive methods are
not appropriated for evaluating the per eption and
audibility of distortion for more realisti input signals
su h as musi or spee h. Evaluating the per eption of
distortion depends on the hara teristi s of the musial or spee h signal and the omplexity of the reprodu tion system. The properties of the human auditory
system and spe ially the masking ee ts have also a
signi ant importan e when evaluating distortion in
loudspeakers restitution.
Most of the studies dealing with per eption of distortion with musi al signals refer to audibility thresholds of dierent types of distortions [2, 3, 4, 5℄. The
aim of our study is to evaluate the per eived dieren e between loudspeakers presenting dierent distortion hara teristi s. This idea is based on the work
done by Lavandier et al. [6, 7℄ who studied the restitution of timbre by loudspeakers and elaborated a
proto ol. It onsists in evaluating the per eived dieren e or dissimilarity rather than the per eived quality
between loudspeakers further analyzed with a multidimensional s aling (MDS) te hnique. This te hnique
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leads to a per eptual spa e and allows to reveal the
underlying dimensions that listeners used to make
their dissimilarity judgments. The same pro edure is
used for physi al measurements, made in the same
environment, in order to elaborate an obje tive metri related to the subje tive measures. Su h distortion metri s for distortion audibility and preferen e
are available in the literature. The DS metri and
the Rnonlin provided by Tan et al. [4, 8℄ orrelated
the audibility of distortion in musi al and spee h signals and obje tive measures of nonlinearity. Geddes
and Lee [9, 10℄ proposed the GedLee metri explaining the relation with per eive preferen e over dierent types of distortion. Our nal goal is to provide a
metri able to link per eived dimensions with obje tive ones by adapting the proto ol of Lavandier et al.
[6, 7℄ to the evaluation of per eived dieren es over a
large panel of distorting loudspeakers.
Modeling the behavior of the restitution of a loudspeaker is widely used when studying the per eption
of distortion. Two main approa hes for modeling are
used. In the "physi al" approa h, the ause of ea h loal nonlinear phenomenon is studied and leads to an
approximated nonlinear law representing a nonlinear
relation between two measured variables of the loudspeaker driver. For example, Klippel [11℄ displays the
for e fa tor, the voi e oil indu tan e or the suspension stiness as fun tions of the voi e oil displa ement. These nonlinear relations are used in a model
of loudspeaker [12, 13, 14℄ based on a equivalent ele tri al representation in luding dierent nonlinear elements. The distortion is introdu ed by modifying in
the model the amplitude of ea h known nonlinear parameters. In the "arti ial" approa h, the distortion
model is not physi ally related to a loudspeaker but
onsists in adding distortion to an original signal. The
distortion stems from an arbitrary Input/Output nonlinear relation allowing the reation of various types
of nonlinearities. For example, Tan et al. [4℄ studied
a variety of arti ial distortion su h as hard and soft
lipping meant to resemble distortions generated in
loudspeakers. Geddes and Lee [10℄ generated dierent distorting musi al samples by modifying the I/O
relation along dierent modi ations su h as Taylor
series, a zero rossing dis ontinuity or Fourier series.
In the present study, a global approa h was preferred. This third approa h does not onsist in modeling individual nonlinear phenomenon of a driver like
the physi al modeling, but allows to model the whole
loudspeaker as a bla k box. It is based on two steps
of identi ation and synthesis. The identi ation is
done with the swept sine te hnique presented by Farina [15℄ and modied by Novák et al. [16℄ allowing the
separation of the nonlinear higher order frequen y responses hara terizing the system behavior. The synthesis step involves the expansion of a musi al signal over the basis of Chebyshev polynomials ombined
with the identied frequen y responses for ea h higher

order [17℄. The modeling pro ess used here oers a
ompromise between the physi al and the arti ial approa h. First, it allows the identi ation of the loudspeaker nonlinearities leading to a ontrollable synthesis of its behavior. Se ondly, the expansion of the
signal on the base of Chebyshev polynomials ould
be applied to t any arti ial I/O transfer fun tion.
Using this model, the reation of various types of loudspeakers nonlinearities with dierent kinds and levels
is possible.
The present paper is fo used on the reation of
virtual loudspeakers when studying the nonlinearities generated by the woofer restitution of a two ways
loudspeaker. The rst part on erns the separation of
the tweeter and woofer sound elds. Then, the identi ation and synthesis of the woofer nonlinear model
are detailed. Finally, a listening test is presented to
validate our proposed synthesis of virtual loudspeakers. The reation of a large panel of dierent virtual
loudspeakers and the dissimilarity listening tests are
ongoing and the per eptual results will be presented
later.

2.

2.1.

Creation of virtual loudspeakers

Separation woofer/tweeter and re ording

In order to study the distortions indu ed by the
woofer restitution, the rst step onsisted in separating the tweeter and the woofer restitution. Re ording
both ways simultaneously would have led to interferen es between re ordings. To measure independently
the tweeter and the woofer sound elds, a pair of identi al two ways loudspeakers were used inside and outside of an ane hoi hamber. We all loudspeaker 1,
the re orded loudspeaker pla ed inside the ane hoi
hamber, and loudspeaker 2 the one outside. Basially, we re orded one driver of loudspeaker 1 while
the signal from the se ond rossover output was sent
to the driver of loudspeaker 2 in order to respe t the
rossover ele tri al behavior. For example, when measuring the woofer sound pressure of loudspeaker 1, the
low pass output was sent to woofer 1, and the high
pass output was sent to tweeter 2.
Using this te hnique, the a ousti and the ele tri
behaviors of the re orded loudspeaker ould be onsidered as identi al to the original loudspeaker. The
re ordings were ondu ted in an ane hoi hamber following the prin iple des ribed above. A Tannoy System 600 loudspeaker was hosen, as its woofer and
tweeter drivers are on entri . The restitution and the
re ording were done with a Fostex VC-8 audio onverter with a sampling frequen y of 44100 Hz. A total of 11 dierent musi al and spee h ex erpts were
re orded using the following steps.
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• Woofer re ording : A 1/4" G.R.A.S 40BF mi ro-

T2(x)
x(t)

Nonlinear woofer model

The woofer model results from two omplementary
steps : the woofer identi ation and its synthesis.
2.2.1. Identi ation
The identi ation part onsists in the analysis of
the nonlinear behavior of the woofer restitution. The
method is based on the nonlinear onvolution method
presented by Farina [15℄ and modied by Novák et al.
[16℄. This method uses a swept-sine as the input signal
and allows the hara terization of an arbitrary nonlinear system. A brief des ription is given in this se tion
but the method is fully des ribed in [16℄.
The exponential swept-sine signal xs (t) is generated
and used as the input signal of the nonlinear system.
The re orded output signal ys (t) is pro essed through
the "nonlinear onvolution" pro ess. This onvolution
is performed between ys (t) and x̃s (t) whi h orresponds to the time-reversed xs (t) with an amplitude
modulation su h that xs (t) onvolved with x̃s (t) leads
to a Dira fun tion. The result of the onvolution between this inverse lter x̃s (t) and the output signal
ys (t) may be split as a set of higher-order impulse responses hn (t), Fourier transformed into Hn (f ). These
frequen y responses represent the frequen y behavior
of higher-order omponents. H1 (f ) is the frequen y
response of the linear part of the system and for higher
orders (n > 1), the Hn (f ) orrespond to nonlinear
parts.
In our ase, the identi ation pro ess is performed
by re ording the swept sine played through the
woofer. By applying the separation te hnique mentioned above, only the woofer driver is playing and
re orded in the ane hoi hamber allowing to identify its behavior independently from the tweeter. The
input swept sine was arbitrarily set to over the frequen y range from 1 to 4400 Hz knowing that the
rossover ut o frequen y of the Tannoy 600 loudspeaker is about 1800 Hz. Playing and re ording is
performed syn hronously using the Fostex VC-8 audio
interfa e in order to allow the nonlinear de onvolution
pro ess.
The nonlinear identi ation te hnique leads to the
higher order frequen y responses hara terizing the
linear and nonlinear behavior of the woofer restitution whi h are introdu ed into a nonlinear synthesis
pro ess.
2.2.2. Synthesis
The synthesis rst onsists in expanding the input signal on a basis of Cheby hev polynomials [17℄. They

T3(x)
Tn(x)

x 1(t)
x 2(t)
x 3(t)
x n(t)

H1(f)
H2(f)
H3(f)

...

2.2.

T1(x)

...

phone and a G.R.A.S. 26AC preamplier were used
on the axis of the driver at a distan e of 2 mm.
• Tweeter re ording : A Texen "Statex P48" stati
studio mi rophone was used at a distan e of 20 m,
on the axis of the tweeter.

Hn(f)

y1(t)
y 2(t)
y 3(t)

+

y(t)

y n(t)

Figure 1. Nonlinear woofer model with Chebyshev polynomials Tn (x) and higher order frequen y responses Hn (f ),
x(t) is the input signal, y(t) the output signal and n the
order taking the values from 1 to N .

form a sequen e of orthogonal polynomials linked
by the relation Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x), with
n = 2, 3, ..., and the initial onditions T0 (x) = 1
and T1 (x) = x. Their orthogonality allows an easy
an unique expansion pro edure.
The expansion of the musi al signal on these polynomials is then ombined with the identied frequen y responses Hn (f ) hara terizing the woofer behavior. Figure 1 shows the blo k diagram illustrating
the non linear model used for the synthesis of the
woofer. This nonlinear synthesis pro ess allows to simulate the nonlinear behavior of the woofer ex ited by
any input signal.
2.3.

Re omposition and auralization

The virtual loudspeaker results from the ombination of the tweeter re ording and the woofer nonlinear
model. In order to follow the proto ol introdu ed by
Lavandier et al. [6℄, the virtual loudspeaker should
be evaluated in a listening room. Bose [18℄ said "We
have no satisfa tory orrelation between any of these
loudspeakers distortion measurements and their subje tive ee ts on musi reprodu tion and we realize
the need for a method of dete ting distortion in a
way that is meaningful to the listener in the environment for whi h the speaker is intended." Cabot
[19℄ explains that the room hara teristi s ould have
some masking ee ts on ertain distortion produ ts
or ould enhan e some others. Being aware of the
room inuen e, Boer [3℄ studied the audibility of nonlinear distortion of loudspeakers in a listening room
and Kristoersen et al. [13℄ evaluated the preferen e
of distorting loudspeakers in a "typi al Swedish sized
living room". Even though ane hoi re ordings would
appear more pre ise in terms of per eption of distortion, the de ision was taken to evaluate the per eived
distortion in a "normal" and realisti listening environment.
To be able to ompare the virtual loudspeakers as
they would be in a listening room, the auralization
te hnique was applied to the virtual loudspeaker signals. This method onsists in onvolving an ane hoi
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with the impulse response of the same room. The aim
was to evaluate if the virtual loudspeaker was pereived similarly to the a tual loudspeaker.

Amplitude

0,08

0

real output
model output
−0,08

Time

Figure 3. Comparison between a tual loudspeaker output
and virtual loudspeaker output for the same sample of
musi al input signal.

signal with a room impulse response (IR) in order
to add the room reverberation hara teristi s, leading to realisti binaural ontent. Indeed, the virtual
loudspeaker results from an ane hoi tweeter re ording and a woofer model for whi h the identi ation is
done in an ane hoi environment. By onvolving the
virtual loudspeaker signal with the IR of the room,
the result is lose to the signal as it would be heard
in the room when played through the virtual loudspeaker. Figure 2 summarizes the whole pro ess of
reation of a virtual loudspeaker and the omparison
with an a tual loudspeaker.
3.

3.1.

Validation of proto ol

Obje tive validation

To validate the synthesis pro ess, woofer model outputs are ompared to a tual woofer outputs when
both are ex ited by the same signals. Here, a preliminary omparison was made over four audio samples.
The model order is set to seven for the woofer synthesis. The four musi al materials retained are :
• a male voi e re orded in an ane hoi hamber, 2.4s
• a hoir (Fransis o Guerrero, "Requiem"), 4s
• lassi al musi (W.A. Mozart, "Flute Quartet"),
3.2s
• guitar with female voi e (Rebe a Pidgeon,
"Grandmother"), 3.8s.
An obje tive error riterion is the relative mean
square error (MSE) between the real output yR [i] and
the model output yS [i]. This relative mean square error is averaged over all the samples. For the four musial ex erpts, the average MSE is about 5%. The MSE
value shows a good agreement between the woofer
synthesis and the a tual woofer for musi al signals.
As a visual example, Figure 3 displays both re orded
and synthesized temporal signals.
3.2.

Per eptual validation

As a preliminary step, a listening test onsisted in
omparing an a tual loudspeaker re orded inside an
a tual room and the virtual loudspeaker onvolved

3.2.1. Pro edure
To evaluate if a dieren e was per eived between a tual and virtual stimuli an ABX test was ondu ted.
For ea h trial, the listener heard three sounds. The
sounds A and B were respe tively an a tual and a
virtual stimulus and the sound X was A or B. The
task onsisted in determining if X was identi al to A
or to B. For ea h musi al ex erpt, all ombinations of
presentation were evaluated. The ombinations ABA,
ABB, BAA and BAB were presented to the listener
in a random order. For ea h listener, the entire test
onsisted of 16 trials (4 ex erpts and 4 ombinations)
presented in dierent random orders.
The validation test was performed using the same
four musi al ex erpts as for the obje tive validation,
played either by the a tual loudspeaker or by the auralized virtual loudspeaker.
• 4 a tual stimuli : re ordings of the Tannoy 600 in
a suitable listening room with the AB-ORTF binaural re ording te hnique. The distan es between
the mi rophones and the loudspeaker was 2.20 m.
These re ordings were those made by Lavandier et
al. [20℄.
• 4 virtual stimuli : musi al ex erpts passed through
the virtual loudspeaker pro ess. To apply the same
room hara teristi s, the binaural IR was obtained
from the a tual loudspeaker re orded inside the a tual room when playing a swept sine.
Twelve normal hearing listeners took part in the
listening test. They were members of the laboratory
or students.
Listening tests were ondu ted with a user interfa e
made of 3 virtual buttons. During ea h trial, the three
sounds were su essively played to the listeners, who
ould then listen to any of the sounds as many times
as they wanted, by li king on the orresponding button. Listening tests were run in a soundproof room,
and the audio stimuli were reprodu ed through headphones (Stax SR Lambda Professional). The headphone restitution is a ommonly used te hnique whi h
appears to be a good ompromise between numerous
parameters to be ontrolled during the loudspeaker
evaluation. The distortion of the headphones was assumed low enough ompared to the loudspeaker one.
3.2.2. Results
The ABX test result orresponds to the per entage of
right answers given by listeners. Table I displays the
s ore of ea h subje t and its experien e in the evaluation of audio stimuli. By averaging the s ores over
every listeners, the ABX test leads to 52% of right answers with a standard deviation of 16%. Listener 12
is an highly trained listener in audio evaluation. His
s ore shows that our te hnique of reation of virtual
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Figure 2. Proto ol of reation of virtual loudspeakers : from a musi al signal to an auralized virtual loudspeaker made
of a tweeter re ording and a woofer model. Comparison with the a tual loudspeaker re ording.

loudspeaker is not perfe t and dieren es remain between a virtual and an a tual stimulus. This listener
experien e ould be very helpful in improving the proess until he would not be able to dete t the dieren e
between an a tual and a virtual stimulus. The purpose
of our study onsists in evaluating loudspeaker nonlinearities with a panel of listeners not spe ialized in
loudspeaker evaluation. If the s ore made by listener
12 is removed, the ABX test result falls to 48% with
a standard deviation of 9% whi h onrms that, for
listeners with none and medium experien e, there is
no signi ant per eived dieren e between an a tual
and a virtual loudspeaker.
4.

PERSPECTIVES

The presented proto ol for reating a panel of "virtual
loudspeakers" seems to be an e ient tool to evaluate the distortion of loudspeakers. For the evaluation
of the nonlinearities generated by the woofer restitution, our proto ol allows to separate the woofer and
tweeter radiations, to model the woofer behavior using
a nonlinear identi ation and synthesis, and nally to
auralize the virtual loudspeaker signal.
The preliminary listening test indi ates that the auralized virtual loudspeaker is very similar to the a tual loudspeaker. The presented proto ol allows us
to simulate the restitution of an a tual loudspeaker.
The aim of our study is to evaluate the loudspeakers
nonlinearities and the proto ol also allows to deviate

Table I. S ores and experien e in audio evaluation of ea h
listener.
Listeners

Audio evaluation experien e

S ore (%)

1

None

37.50

2

Medium

37.50

3

None

43.75

4

Medium

43.75

5

None

43.75

6

Medium

43.75

7

None

43.75

8

None

50.00

9

None

56.25

10

None

62.50

11

Medium

62.50

12

Very High

93.50

from the a tual loudspeaker and reate several virtual
loudspeakers with dierent nonlinearity types and levels. The nonlinear woofer model is made of several
bran hes representing the nonlinearity orders, ea h of
them ombining one polynomial asso iated with its
frequen y response. Ea h bran h an be modied by
enhan ing or redu ing the inuen e of a spe i order.
Our proje t is now to use dierent I/O nonlinear re-
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lations oering dierent nonlinearity types. Using the
expansion on Chebyshev polynomials, the polynomials may be identied and then in reased or de reased
in the woofer model. This results in a set of virtual
loudspeakers made of a tweeter re ording and a ontrolled distorting woofers.
To evaluate loudspeakers nonlinearities, a large
panel will be reated in order to study an auditory
spa e ontaining many dierent distorting loudspeakers. On e the panel is reated, listening test will be
ondu ted to evaluate the per eived dieren es between loudspeakers. The paired omparison is the
standard method allowing a measure of dissimilarity
between ea h pair of stimuli. When evaluating large
panels, this method is not suitable. The evaluation of
the large panel of virtual loudspeakers will be ondu ted with the method of omparison to a referen e
[21, 22, 23℄. This method onsists in presenting on
ea h trial a referen e stimulus and three omparison
stimuli. The listener is asked to hoose whi h of the
omparison stimuli is the most similar to the referen e. For the entire test, every stimulus appears as
the referen e, whi h oers the possibility to ondu t
a test in several sessions. The resulting dissimilarity
data will be then analyzed with a MDS te hnique to
investigate the underlying dimensions of the distortion spa e.
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